
Hi, I’m Max Benon.
A senior Industrial Design student from California 
inspired to amplify lifestyles through design. 
Especially automotive.



2019 Subaru sponsored project overseen by Subaru Advanced Design in Tustin, California.

Blurring the line between sports car & ATV to add extreme fun to your drive.



What would the Subaru form of 
this experience be?

The inspiring theme of “everyone is riding their own, but together” in 
extreme sports became the driving force in creating a single-seater.



To develop a design that captured 
the likes of both enthusiast & 
non-enthusiast, I created this 
story that exemplifies the 
inclusiveness of the new Subaru 
community and show this 
newcomer’s transformation.

the story
To develop a design that captured 
the likes of both enthusiast & 
non-enthusiast, I created this 
story that exemplifies the 
inclusiveness of the new Subaru 
community and show this 
newcomer’s transformation.



storage primary
Mod Pods

secondary
Mod Pods

cargo deck

This theme of extreme with practicality 
was what sold the idea of not soley being 
“just another race car” to the Subaru team.



Mod pods allow the opportunity to 
modify and use the car as a tool to 
maximize fun!







2018 Audi sponsored project overseen by Audi Design Loft in Malibu, California. 

A Quattro experience gets urbanites out into the wild & feel a passion for motoring.



The urban landscape doesn’t allow for people to 
express their passion for motoring. The Audi Outpost 
is a new Quattro adventure for the urban escape.



The urban escape is one part of the adventure! 
Roadtrip mode allows for some quality face time. 

Switching from roadtrip to rally mode is 
initiated upon arrival. Checkpoint 1 is 
visible in the distance. 



Reaching the first checkpoint is no simple feat...



Activities are spontaneous due to the luxury of 
having nearby Audi architecture + scout drone. 

Rally mode gets the passenger 
involded! The co-driver gives the 
driver directions which once 
vocalized, are visualized via AR.



Design direction from Gael Buzyn and Charles LeFranc led 
to a “Sci-Fi Rover” theme. Then was asked to evolve this 
direction into a more “car-like” version. 



2018 FCA sponsored project overseen by FCA Design in Auburn Hills, Michigan. 





























Thank you! The extent of each
 project’s content can be viewed on my website portfolio.

www.MaxBenonDesign.com




